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ACQUISITION: The Vincent Soboleff collection of glass plate negatives was donated to the Alaska Historical Library by Mrs. Vera Soboleff Bayers (Vincent's sister) in 1968.

ACCESS: The collection is available for viewing; however, the photographs may not be photocopied. Please Note: Not all of the glass plates were copied for viewing. The finding aid for the Vincent Soboleff collection contains all of the photographs received. Therefore, gaps appear in the microfiched photos and the actual photo collection. Assistance may be required when using this collection.

COPYRIGHT: Request for permission to publish or reproduce material from the collection should be discussed with the Librarian.

PROCESSING: Most of the plate negatives were in good condition; however older plates were water damaged. Mr. Bayers sorted, labeled and preserved the glass plates. Select images were copied onto Microfiche (see note above). The photographs are sleeved in Mylar and housed in acid-free containers.
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

With his wife Olga, Father John Soboleff moved to Killisnoo from San Francisco in the early 1890s. In Killisnoo, Father Soboleff served the Russian Orthodox Church. In about 1896, Father Soboleff purchased a camera for his three children. The children used the camera, but Vincent took most of the views and retained the camera until the 1920's.

Vincent Soboleff (nickname: “Vita”) operated the Kootznahoo Store in Angoon for many years. After his death in 1950, Vincent's nephew, Lloyd "Kinky" Bayers visited the store and found several hundred glass plate negatives in the attic.

The Soboleff family photographs cover a variety of subjects from Killisnoo to Angoon, Alaska. The most notable views cover Tlingit Indian culture, Russian Orthodox church activities, and the fishing industry. Other subjects include Juneau and Sitka, and views by other commercial photographers.

Mrs. Vera Bayers also donated the files and books of her son, Captain Lloyd H."Kinky" Bayers. The Lloyd "Kinky" Bayers collection is considered a comprehensive historical resource for Juneau.

Per Ross Soboleff: Vincent Soboleff's brother Sasha (Ross's grandfather) married a Tlingit woman (Ross's grandmother); they owned a store in Angoon also.

SCOPE AND CONTENTS NOTE

Angoon, Killisnoo and Southeast Alaska views, ca. 1896-1920.

INVENTORY

1 Chief Jake in daily costume. (116)

2 Killisnoo Jake in Indian costume [Sitting in chair, with American flag behind him] (127)

3 Chief Jake of Killisnoo insulted (Sitting in chair wearing Admiral's uniform, with drawn sword. American flag background] (122)

3a Detail of #3

4 Chief Jake of Killisnoo aroused [Standing in front of American flag, wearing Admiral’s uniform] (121)
5 Chief Jake of Killisnoo [Interior view. Chief Jake sitting, wearing another uniform] (124)

6 Chief Jake and partner [Chief Jake and Harlampy Sokolof in Indian costume. Sitting in front of American flag] (125)

7 Indian costume. Chief Jake and H. (Saginaw Jake and H. Sokolof sitting in front of American flag] (123)

8 Killisnoo Jake in costume [Jake and Halampy Sokoloff in Indian costume, standing in front of American flag] (119)

9 Killisnoo Jake, wife and daughter [Sitting in room with costumes, Chilkat blanket in foreground] (483)

10 Chief Jake asleep [Sitting outdoors, wearing top hat, robe, and medallion] (117)

11 Indian costume Chief Jake [Jake and Halampy Sokoloff in Indian costume. Buildings in background] (231)

12 Chief Kajacty of Killisnoo [in Policeman costume] (327)

13 Chief Kajacty [in Indian costume. Interior view] (329)

14 Kajacty [in Chilkat blanket] (620)

15 Chief Midlakattle and wife. Angoon [in Native Costume. Basket Bay chief. 1901] (614)

16 Chief entering Salmon house [Basket Bay chief, Andrew Dick in native costume, at Killisnoo, 1900] (617)

17 Three chiefs [Chief Jake, Chief Yetlma, and Chief Andrew Dick. Sitting indoors in native costume, with several masks beside them and a ceremonial bowl] (609)

18 Chief Midlakattle and staff [Basket Bay Indians, 1900] (169)

19 Three chiefs in costume [Similar to #17] (616) [Left to right: Dick Yelth nahwoo (Yéil naawú, Tleix'yaanag'ut) of the Deisheetaan Raven House wearing the Raven Hat; Alfred Perkins Sr. (Kwaal Êesh) of the Deisheetaan Needlefish House wearing the Beaver Chilkat Tunic; William Peters I (Kaa
Ikáw Tlein) of the Deisheetaan Basket Bay Arch House wearing the Beaver Hat. Taken on the porch of the Raven House. Also in the picture is the Beaver Dish that was saved from the October 22[26], 1882 bombardment, and the "Raven Cape" which is actually a Tahitian ta‘umi acquired before European contact. Per Harold Jacobs.

20 Killisnoo Indians in dance costume [Billy Jones, Schulel, and Billy Johnson] 137

21 Native women dancers (330)

22 Paddle boy. Indian costume [Billy Johnson] (611) Verso: Bill Jones (center) Angoon, AK. [Man holding dagger from the Killerwhale house (Keet Gooshi Hit) is John Nelson (Tleisi Eesh) per his maternal great grandson, Dennis Willard.]

23 [Three-Indian children]

24 Native Women dancers [in full costume. Sitka. 1899] (323)

25 Natives (Several Angoon natives on porch of house at Angoon, in full native dance costume. 1900] (622)

26 Native (Cyril Zuboff's uncle in costume] (612)

27 [Funeral scene. Group of natives on porch, above coffin. Chilkat blankets on railing behind coffin]

28 Chilkat native dancers (Five dancers in full regalia, at Angoon potlatch. 1902](114)

29 Native boys eating [Three boys outside of Shack] (522) [L-R: 2 Tlingit boys, Cyril as per Sergei Kan 9/6/07]

30A Grave dancers [At old Paddy Parker's grave stone] (624)

30B Killisnoo Indians [Similar to #30A] (286)

31 Grave dancers [Similar to #30 A & B] (621)

32 Paddy's grave stone [Similar to #30-31] (324)

33 Native dancers [Sitka Indians in Dance costumes 1899] (150)
34a  [Dancers at Sitka in costume 1899] Copyright by Merrill

34b  [Similar to 34A] Copyright by Merrill

35  Native boys in costume (326)

36  [4th of July celebration at Killisnoo, 1900. Shows Killisnoo band and others] (561)

37  [Sitka Indians in dance costumes, 1899] (38)

38  Chilkat dancers [At Potlatch in Angoon. Group of eleven]

39  Shaman Indian doctor (in costume. Probably a Sitka Shaman] (199)

40  Indian Warrior [A minor Killisnoo Chief with nose ring and paddle-totem] (160)

41  Native dancer [A Sitka Indian doing a dance, 1899. Sitka] (153)

42  Native dancers [In costume. Center one is Dick Jetlnaboo] (227)

43  Old Indian Chief. Age 121 (173)

44  Old native [Close-up] (158)

45  Old Indian woman selling berries [Sitting on blanket] (136)

46  Native woman [close-up] (155)

47  Indian woman. Age 110 vests [Sitting on bench, beside home] (138)

48  Old squaw Age 104 [Similar to #47] (602)

49  Squaws selling berries [Sitting on boardwalk at Sitka in 1900] (220)

50  Alaska native and costume [Sam Davis, Kootznahoo. Interior view] (266)

51  Basket making [Indian woman making baskets. Several examples of her work on table and on ground around her] (146)

52  Natives caught a salmon. Freshwater Bay [Indian Charlie 1901] (520)
53 Old time graveyard [digging up old Indian graveyard on Sand Island. Scattered bones and boxes] (321)
54 Indian boy in dance costume [Bob Willard] (163)
55 Making totem poles [Billy Webster and some of his carvings] (145)
56 Carving totem poles [Similar to #55] (144)
57 Leaders dance pole [Held by Billy Webster, who did much carving at old Killisnoo] (625)
58 Indian chiefs house [Angoon village 1900] (139)
59 Salmon dance house. Angoon (608)
60 Two whale dance house, Angoon, Alaska. (190)
61 Indian dance house, Kootznahoo, Alaska [Similar to #60, earlier view] (261L)
62 Dance house, Kootznahoo, Alaska [Whale House] (613)
63 Chief’s house [Angoon. 1901] (606)
64 Indian dance house, Kootznahoo, Alaska [Whale house] (272)
65 Native grave yard [Killisnoo] (325)
66 Chilkat blanket grave [Killisnoo] (320)
67 Chilkat blanket grave [fenced in] (316)
68 No plate
69 Indian grave, Killisnoo, Alaska [With Chilkat blanket] (141)
70 Cemetery at Killisnoo (414)
71 Picking crabapples in Alaska [Maxim] (515) [probably highbush cranberries]
72 [Five Soboleffs by Killisnoo ditch]
73 [Totem poles at Wrangell, 18991 (46)
74 Totems [Sea Otter totem at Wrangell] (328)
75 Totem pole at Sitka Park [1901] (159)
76 Totem pole [At Wrangell] (484)
77 INDIANS Chilkat blankets from Soboleff Collection – 1902
78 INDIANS Display of colorful garb – Killisnoo 1900 [Chilkat Blankets]
79 INDIAN CURIOS Part of the Olga Soboleff Collection.
80 INDIAN CURIOS Part of the Olga Soboleff Collection.
81 INDIAN CURIOS Part of the Olga Soboleff Collection.
82 INDIAN CURIOS Part of the Vincent Soboleff Collection.
83 Beaver canoe (152)
84 Alaska canoes [Wolf and others at Angoon] (157)
85 Man Canoe [close up of forward half of canoe, Angoon, 1900] (623)
86 Chatham Straits [Indian canoe on beach] (477)
87 No plate
88 [Memorial Day at Killisnoo, view of waterfront and decorations. 1900] [American flag with Russian flag below as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]
89 Natives dancing in canoes [sic] [Potlatch at Sitka, 1901] (619) [See Sitka–Indians–36]
90 Fleet of canoes [At Potlatch at Sitka, 1899] (618) [Verso of copy print reads “Sitka – potlatch 1904”]
91 Indian hut closed for winter [Cyril Zuboff, at Killisnoo] (538)
92–94 No plates
95 [Boy, possibly Cyril Zuboff, dipping water from Killisnoo ditch]
96 Up the old tree trunk. Killisnoo [Two boys] 524
97 No plate
98 Up the trees [Two boys in brush] (205)
99 [Two people digging shop foundation]
100 Alaska small brush [Two people] (344)
101 In the woods [Two people] (352)
102 Our camp (136)
103 Capt. W.B. Brightman's House [Three people in yard. Village of Killisnoo in background] (562)
104 Icicles, Killisnoo [Someone in foreground] (273)
105 Frozen falls (168)-
106 Frozen woods (270)
107 Ice caves [icicles forming caves at
108 Behind the icicles (195)
109 A frozen waterfall (209)
110 Ice covered roots. (191)
111 Icicles (208)
112 Icicles in the brush (197)
113 [Vera Soboleff Bayers standing on floating whales at Killisnoo]
114 Icicles in Alaska (220)
115 Icicles in Alaska [2 girls] (207)
116 Glacier [close up of face of Mendenhall Glacier] (243)
117 Hoarfrost on Hemlock [Vera Soboleff] (177)

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA001.pdf
118  Snow [Woman in trees, Killisnoo] (452)
119  Native's cave house, Killisnoo, Alaska] (605)
120  Back of icicles [girl] (170)
121  Hoar frost on Straw [Vera standing near-by] (59)
122  Snow on undergrowth (459)
123  Winter in the brush (510)
124  Snow on trees (455)
125  Snow scene at Killisnoo [boy holding dead ducks] (279)
126  First snow at Killisnoo [19001 (240)
127  Winter Scene (189)
128  Sitka River [boy fishing with gaff] (274)
129  Indian River rapids. Sitka, Alaska (345)
130  Freshwater Bay falls (Someone in background] (284)
131  Water works Killisnoo (212)
132  Water falls [Hidden Falls. Kasnyko Bay]
133  Freshwater Bay falls (537)
134  Freshwater Bay falls (521)
135  Salmon fishing. Freshwater Bay falls (498)
136  Fresh water Bay Falls (265)
137  Rushing water falls (248)
138  Two house beach falls (519)
139  Bridal Falls [with two girls]
140  Salmon River (241)
141  Hoods Bay Fall (276)
142  Killisnoo River
143  Killisnoo water works (353)
144  Water in demand [three girls getting water from creek] (174)
145  In the Alaska woods (242)
146  Moss covered alders. Killisnoo Alaska (598)
147  [Alaska woods and men]
148  [Woods Scene]
149  Scene in Alaska woods (247)
150  [River Scene] (100)
151  Killisnoo brush in winter (340)
152  Eating crabapples in Alaska (536)
153  [Flower bushes]
154  Lawton Glacier (257)
155  Lawton Glacier (531)
156  Peril Straits Mountain (82)
157  Birdseye view of Killisnoo and lagoon (554)
158  Birdseye view of Kootznahoo Inlet (553)
159  Top of Hood Bay Mountain; the little island off the point is Killisnoo (548)
160  Glacier (259)
161 Hood Bay Mountain
162 [Kootznahoo Inlet. Waves on rough day, from store]
163 Icebergs [Icy Straits, 1901] (463)
164 Icebergs in Icy Straits [Near Pt. Carolus, 1901] (462)
165 Iceberg (Icy straits, 1901) (465)
166 Icy straits [1901] (451)
167 Rocks [and waterfall] (542)
168 Halfway Creek [and Soboleff family] (87)
169 [Scenic, water and Shoreline]
170 [Native hand-trollers in distance, off village rocks at Angoon]
171 Entrance to Killisnoo (232)
172 Mountain view (549)
173 Pt. Danger [Entrance to Kootznahoo Inlet, 1900. Gas boat Star on the point] (194)
174 Crow Island cave [Four children] (173)
175 Hood Bay Flats (206)
176 Bathing [in Dolphin Bay creek. Three people] (267)
177 Heavy Sea (200)
178 School Children at Killisnoo (488) [Tlingit children, Larianoff (Deacon) and Ivan Soboleff as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]
179 School children at Killisnoo (487)
180 Repairing Seine boat and cleaning bottom of same [group of men] (598)
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181  Among the Salmonberry bushes [man with rifle] (402)
182  In Alaska [man with gun standing amid ferns] (579)
183  Cooper at work at Killisnoo [Ole Hadlund making barrels at herring plant] (401)
184  Killisnoo musicians [Three piece orchestra. Willie Larianoff and two other white men outside of house. 1902] (564)
185  [Old John Pike of Killisnoo] [Watchman of factory as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]
186  Old log cabin [Three men and a boy in front of cabin at Killisnoo] (189) [Young boy is Cyril Zuboff as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]
187a  Smoking fish at Killisnoo [two men outside smokehouse] (397)
187b  Smoking fish at Killisnoo Alaska [similar to #187a] (398)
188  Up in the mountains [Three people on a log over a creek in the woods]
189  Dolphin Bay Pass [with man] (184)
190  Digging a reservoir at Killisnoo, Alaska (469)
191  Halfway Spring [Ivan Soboleff and family] (80)
192  Out boating in Alaska [two men in a Sitka sealing boat in Basket Bay] (409)
193  Entrance to Arch, Basket Bay (440)
194  Back of Basket Bay Arch (415)
195  Stairs to the church in winter (202)
196  Killisnoo brush (348)
197  (Vera Soboleff with cat in snow in back of Church house at Killisnoo)
198  [Group on top of wooden tower on dock]
199  [Jimmy Abbotts house, Kootznahoo Inlet]
200 Russian Church [Rev. Soboleff in priest robe in the Killisnoo church] (25)
201 (Olga Soboleff, sitting by table in living room)
202 (Olga Soboleff, standing by tree)
203 [Ivan Soboleff in priest clothes, standing outdoors] (20)
204a [Graves of Ivan and Olga Soboleff]
204b (Same as 204A)
205 Russian church at Killisnoo (160)
206 (Killisnoo Russian Church, front view)
207 Russian Church at Killisnoo Alaska (22)
208 [Russian Church at Killisnoo]
209 Ivy covered church [Tacoma] (149)
210 Church in the tropics of Alaska [Russian Church at Killisnoo] (193)
211 (Russian Church and residence)
212 [Russian church residence]
213a [Russian house]
213b [Church house in winter (children sitting in snow bank] (66) [L-R: Cyril, Vera, Nellie in snow as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]
214 Church house [in summer]
215 Church house [and Soboleff girls] (287)
216 Church house [and Soboleff girls] (32) [L-R: Nellie with cat plus either Vera or Neenah and two unidentified and other one either Vera/Neenah as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]
217 Captain W.B. Brightman's house [Killisnoo] (432)
218 Automatic Smoke house [Soboleff’s] (88)
219 Interior of Killisnoo church [with priest and altar boy] (26)
220 Interior of Killisnoo Church Easter Sunday (with Rev. Soboleff) (30)
221 Interior of Killisnoo Church [with Rev. Soboleff] (196)
222 Interior of Killisnoo church Easter Sunday (24)
223 Interior of Killisnoo church (175)
224 Interior of church, Killisnoo (539)
225 Russian church interior (29)
226 Interior of Russian Church (28)
227 [Interior of Russian church - ritualistic coffin] (23)
228 [Interior of Soboleff house]
229 [Interior of residence, probably Soboleff’s] [Confirmed as living room as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]
230 [Interior - Kitchen, probably Soboleff house]
231 Principal part of Killisnoo (479)
232 No plate
233 Wood at Killisnoo [piles of cord wood for factory] (307)
234 Winter scene at Killisnoo (466)
235a Killisnoo, 1882 (382)
235b Killisnoo in 1882 (571)
236 Killisnoo Island [view of town and whole island] (493)
237 Indian Village, Killisnoo, Alaska (301)
238  No plate

239  Killisnoo Village, No. 4X (312)

240  [Killisnoo, white peoples' part of the town]

241  Killisnoo [whole town] (302)

242  Killisnoo island [all of village taken from face of dock] (299)

243  Wood at Killisnoo [at herring factor] (565)

244  Killisnoo, Alaska [looking over part of the village from the hill back of the villager] (262)

245  Part of Killisnoo Village (350)

246  Part of Killisnoo Indian town [from the Church] (445)

247  White peoples quarters at Killisnoo (298)

248  White peoples quarters at Killisnoo (338)

249  Behind the fish factory (456)

250  Back of store [view of harbor] (309)

251  S.S. Cottage City at Killisnoo [Summer, 1900] (24)

252  Back of Co's quarters (from Church hill] (422)

253  Breaking of dawn at Killisnoo (305)

254  [Wharf from top of hill. Pioneer just leaving after bringing in log tow]

255  [Pioneer towing raft in Killisnoo harbor]

256  [Boat building by house with Vera Bayers and man] [Vincent Soboleff under the boat as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]

257  Boats sailing in Killisnoo Harbor [1902] (363)
Oil at Killisnoo [View of part of town, with many barrels of herring oil in foreground] (380)

A House on stilts [Potato house on sand island] (245) [Cyril on left as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]

[Herring plant warehouse, Killisnoo]

Lunch time at Killisnoo [mess house at herring plant] (575)

Packing wood [men packing cord wood down beach to steamer, en route to Killisnoo factory] (425)

Cord wood in the brush [ready to be hauled to beach] (313)

Cord wood rafts at Killisnoo (433)

Piling wood. Killisnoo, Alaska (431)

Wood drying [cord wood pile] (404)

Killisnoo Wood Yard [piles of cord wood] (406)

Wood piles at Killisnoo [men stacking wood by herring plant] (336)

Across Killisnoo [looking at bay over wood pile] (423)

Taking water [water now being filled at Killisnoo Water Works] (427)

Water scow at Hootz Bay. (400)

Returning from hunting expedition in Cosmos Cove (4 men in row boat) (419)

[View of Soboleff’s store near Angoon and seine boat Woodrow]

[Soboleff store in distance]

Soboleff’s store at Angoon, wharf at left, in background perhaps a chicken yard covered with netting [View of Soboleff store near Angoon with seine Woodrow]

[Soboleff store from water with docks]
276  [Soboleff store before dock was built]
277  [Soboleff store in winter]
278  [Soboleff store Angoon]
279  [Soboleff store with dock]
280  Kootznahoo Village [Angoon from bay] (339) [per S. Kan 11/06, this is actually Hoonah.]
281  Kootznahoo Village from water
282  [Kootznahoo from water]
283  Kootznahoo Village [Angoon (S. Kan) from Chatham Strait side beach, 1900] (347) [Angoon as per as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]
284  Angoon village [from Chatham Strait side of beach] (449)
285  Kootznahoo [Angoon from Chatham Strait side] (420)
286  S.S. Dolphin taking water, Washington Bay [Kuiu Bay, 1901] (472)
287  Seine boats towing after steamer [Dolphin] (366)
288  Dolphin crew [7 men in row boat with steamer Dolphin in background] (567)
289  Setting the seine, no. 1 (59)
290  Pursing the seine, no. 2 (597)
291  Shaking the fish from the seine, no. 3 (570)
292  Hauling over the seine. [overhauling] (386)
293  (Buying salmon at Angoon dock]
294  (Buying salmon from hand trollers]
295  (Buying salmon from hand trollers]
296  Mending seine [crew repairing seine at Dolphin Bay from S.S. Dolphin] (393)
297 Mending seine on *S.S. Dolphin.* (394)
298 Dipping fish, *S.S. Favorite* (588) Killisnoo
299 Dipping fish, *S.S. Dolphin* (395) Killisnoo
300 Dip net among the fish. *S.S. Favorite* (593) Killisnoo
301 Dipping fish, no. 6 (Killisnoo] (569) Killisnoo
302 Dip net in the air, no. 7 (576) Killisnoo
303 Hoisting fish, *S.S. Dolphin* (577) Killisnoo
304 Emptying the dip net, *S.S. Favorite* (589) Killisnoo
305 Salmon on deck of *S.S. White Wing* (390) Killisnoo
306 Herring on deck of *Dolphin,* [Killisnoo] (389)
308 Hoisting fish from *S.S. White Wing* Killisnoo (376)
309 *S.S. Dolphin* at receiver [fish receiver on dock, Killisnoo] (600)
310 Deckload *S.S. Dolphin* (boat full of salmon] Killisnoo (563)
311 Hoisting fish from seine (*S.S. Favorite,* Killisnoo] (391)
312a 9 Foot halibut [on *S.S. Dolphin* boom] (407)
312b 9 Foot halibut and fisherman [*S.S.-Dolphin* boom] (408)
313 Cleaning fish at Killisnoo [on dock] (599)
314 Fish dump car [Killisnoo herring plant] (601)
315 Herring in the top of factory [Man shoveling herring] (424)
316 A.O. & G. Co. [Alaska Oil and Guano Co.] fish box - 12 x 100 ft., Killisnoo, Alaska (428)
317  Cleaning salmon at Killisnoo (43)
318  Boiler room at factory (383)
319  Guano House (566) [Hood Bay Mts. in background]
320  No Plate
321  Oil at Killisnoo (Killisnoo factory] (379)
322  A.O. & G. Co’s. Boiler Room (oil barrels in foreground] (132)
323  Skimming oil (421)
324  [Factory front - section of narrow gage R.R. track to left]
325  Boat House at Killisnoo [Shipyard] (412)
326  Killisnoo Sand works [near herring factory] (426)
327  Killisnoo [Herring plant from dock-side] (295)
328  Killisnoo wharf [drying cod] (594) [see also 01-0003]
329  Missing Plate
330  Killisnoo Wharf [looking up toward town] (310)
331  Killisnoo factory [looking up toward town, Dolphin of Portland at dock] (309)
332  Killisnoo [part of factory, wharf - nearly all of old White Wing laying at float] (435)
333  Hoar frost on oil barrels (454)
334-336  No plates
337  Killisnoo no. 1 [winter scene, part of wharf]
338a  Killisnoo no.2 [from bay side] (306)
338b  Killisnoo no.3 [from dock in winter] (304)
339  Killisnoo Herring Oil Factory [from above on shore side] (381)
340  Killisnoo oil [barrels of oil, 2 children] (130)
341  Fish receiver at Killisnoo (592)
342  Fish receiver and new boiler room (413)
343  Fish trestle [conveyer] (185)
344  Factory engine [Steve Chernoff. Engine came out of the old steamer "Rose". June, 1900 at Killisnoo plant] (399)
345  In the press room [Men at work] (595)
346  Fish press pressing oil from herring in the A.O. & G. Co's. Factory (403)
347  In the press room [men at work] (388)
348  Iron curbs for pressing herring [at the factory] (599)
349  Herring for supper [4 people gathering herring from net on shore]
350  Devilfish [drying devilfish legs at Killisnoo] (64) [L-R: Vera, Cyril Zuboff (boy), Nellie Stepanov as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]
351  Whalebones, Killisnoo, Alaska (506)
352  [Dead whales at Killisnoo dock]
353  [Dead whale at Killisnoo dock]
354  [Dead whale at Killisnoo dock Old "Lizzy S. Sorenson" in background]
355  [Vera Soboleff on top of dead whale near Killisnoo]
356  [Whale in the Tyee flensing shed]
357  [Flensing whale at Tyee station]
358  [Carcass on dock at Tyee Station]
359   [Whale being flensed at Tyee]
360   [Crew cutting whales at Tyee Station]
361   [Whale ship at Tyee Station]
362   [Bones piled up at old Tyee Station]
363   [Drying whale bones at Killisnoo]
364   [Whale ribs piled up at Tyee]
365   Wild buck [Killisnoo houses in background]
366   Alaska deer in captivity [in compound at Killisnoo] (331)
367   Wild deer in Alaska [in compound at Killisnoo in 1901] (203)
368   Feeding time [ducks, deer, and chickens feeding in the compound at Killisnoo] (579)
369   Alaska deer feeding (171)
   a   [Deer compound] (583)
   b   Corral at Killisnoo (582)
   c   Feeding time (580)
   d   Killisnoo fence (392)
   e   Corral (581)
   f   Happy (585)
370   Chicken yard [close-up of deer] (578)
371   Alaska deer [close-up] (186)
372   [Owl on table]
373   [Close-up of an owl]
374 Hootz Bay Farm [Tom Bakers place, later Knudsons farm] (468)
375 Farmer of Hootz Bay [Tom Baker making hay with team of oxen] (448)
376 Home made cart at Hootz Bay [on Tom Baker's farm] (602) [L-R: Vera, Neenah, unknown, unknown, Nellie as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]
377 [Close up of bald eagle, all of bird showing]
378 [Close-up of head of bald eagle]
379 Pt. Rose (188)
380 [Dolphin Bay Creek] (205)
381a [Drying herring eggs at Killisnoo, with woman]
381b [Same without woman]
382 Sand Island (478)
383 Native houses [on beach near Killisnoo 1900] (543)
384 Co's. quarters in lagoon [near Killisnoo 1900] (505)
385 Indian shacks [near Killisnoo] - 19011 (444)
386 Indian House [near Killisnoo] (481)
387 Indian hut, Fresh Water Bay (507)
388 Two House Beach Creek (516)
389 Crow Island - Table Island (508)
390 Oshee's Island, Sitka (499)
391 [Olga Soboleff and Neenah Grandma sitting, Neenah standing]
392 Old oken [oaken] bucket [Mother drawing water from well] (33) [L-R: Vera, 2 unknown as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]
393  [3 children and water tank] [L-R: Cyril, Vera, Nellie *as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07*]

394  Spring [Three girls and water tank] (34) [L-R: Neenah, Vera, Nellie and 2 cats *as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07*]

395  [2 children on stilts in wood yard] (75)

396a  [Church house, Winter, girls, animals] (68)

396b  [Girls, and icicles] (65)

397  Strawberry barrels [3 girls, 1 boy] (60) [L-R: Vera, Cyril, Neenah, Nellie *as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07*]

398  In the cave (250)

399  Russian Hill Top, Killisnoo, Alaska (7)

400  Soboleff Kids, group of young people on beach (48) [L-R: Nellie S., Cyril Z., Neenah, Vera *as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07*]

401  No Plate

402  Alaska Balance Rock or Mushroom at Angoon (597)

403  [Queer rocks]

404  Wood pile enjoyment [Ivan Soboleff working] (19)

405  Alaska Huckleberry raised in pot (513)

406  John the Baptist Society (470)

407  St. John's the Baptist Society [group portrait] (472)

408  Native dancers [Killisnoo Natives in costumes, holding what looks like decorated totem designs, on paddles, at Killisnoo, 1900] (610)

409  Chief Kajacty [in his Indian costume1900] (322)

410  [Indian slave board]

411  [Slave Board]
412  [Slave Board]

413 – 414 No Plates

415  Alaska native home in winter [canoe afloat in foreground] (492)

416a  Company houses in foreground, Russian Church and church house above. Sign on bldg at left says “A O & G Co.” Capt. Brightman’s house at lower right. (296) [Killisnoo]

416b  Same (559)

417 – 418 No Plate

419  Log cabin, winter [Peterson's log cabin, 1900] (467)

420 – 421 No Plate

422  Tramping along the beach in winter for pastime (501)

423  Logging at Cape Fanshaw [Donkey engine on beach, 1900] (142)

424  False Bay City [which sprang up at the scene of the wreck, Feb. 1906] (480)

425  Scenic

426  Point Gardner (343)

427  Portage

428  Nakwasina Passage [Near Sitka] (355)

429  Killisnoo Beach (490)

430  Mouth of Hootz Bay in bad weather [1901] (525)

431  Killisnoo Beach

432  Breakes, [Killisnoo Beach] (175)

433  [Crow Island Beach]
Five Finger Light Island (511)
Five Finger Light House (405)
No Plate
Entrance to Red Bluff Bay (517)
Entrance to Red Bluff Bay
Entrance to Red Bluff Bay (187)
Elephant Rock. Freshwater Bay (215)
Point Rock Freshwater Bay (1901) (237)
Lone Rock Freshwater Bay (530)
[Three Man rock]
Three Man Rock (528)
[Queer Rocks]
[Club Rock at Freshwater Bay]
[Pillar Rock 1901]
[Cup Handle Rock.. 1900]
Cup Handle Rock Freshwater Bay (252)
Freshwater Bay Mammoth Rock Cave (204)
Cup Handle Rock, Freshwater Bay (294)
Old Woman Rock. Mitchells Bay (254)
Old Woman Rock. (523)
Old Woman Rock Dolphin Bay (48)
Sphynx of Angoon (599)
456  Balance Mushroom Rock (600)
457  Crow caves at Crow Island (603)
458  Table Rock at Angoon. (85)
459  [Beach and bluff in Freshwater Bay]
460  [Rodman Bay. Skeleton of old Mill Building. Man in foreground]
461  Rodman Bay [Sawmill and building. 1902] (502)
462  Sitkoo [Sitkoh] Bay Cannery [1901. Old Steamer "Phillip F. Kelly" and a sailing ship at dock] (443)
463  Sitkoo [Sitkoh] Bay Cannery [Geo. T. Myers Cannery. 1901] (532)
464  Murder Cove Whaling Station [Tyee.] (588)
465  Murder Cove Whale Fishery (587)
466  Hoonah. Part 1. [1900] (535)
467  Funter Bay Cannery (450)
468  Funter Bay Cannery [Thlinket Packing Company 1901] (504)
469  Funter Bay Gold Mine [Peckoviches Mine - first year built] (503)
470  Tenakee Warm Springs [1901] (442)
471  No Plate
472  Hot Springs. Tenakee Inlet (19012 (314)
473  Tenakee Hot Springs [Old Bath house, 1900] (341)
474  Hot Spring bay water falls (494)
475  [Warm Springs Bay water falls] (214)
476  Hot Springs South of Killisnoo [old log bath house at Baranof. 1901] (446)
476a  Cropped view of 476

477  Hot Springs Bay Bath House in center [19012 (447)

477a Cropped view of 477

478  [Early picture of Sheldon Jackson Museum & Library] (288)

479  Skagway (all 3 docks looking up Taiya Inlet, towards AB Mountain 1901] (236)

480  Skagway [from hills looking down Taiya Inlet] (235) Case and Draper #667

481  Shooting White Horse Rapids [1899] (215)

482  Miles Canyon, rafting through, July 1899

483  Burning of Baranof Castle, March 17, 1894 (342)

484  Watch Tower at Sitka (283) [Sitka; Old blockhouse; taken in 1899]

485  Baranoff’s Castle; Sitka (228) [Baranof Castle (before fire) 1899]

486  “Old Russian Beehive, Sitka” (526)

487  [Sitka, 419 Lincoln St. per Dorothy Breedlove, Sitka 5/93]

488  Ware House Sitka (529)

489  Russian Church at Sitka (335) [Sitka; Old Russian Church from bayside looking uptown on the main street; Aug. 1899]

490  Road to Indian River, Sitka (255)

491  Road to Indian River, Sitka (246)

492  Indian River Road at Sitka, Alaska (249)

493  Totems at Sitka (317)

494  Sitka [view of central part of town and the old church, taken from Castle Hill] (544)
495  Sitka [panorama - waterfront from Japonski Island] (439)
496  Brady's House at Sitka [Summer, 1899] (441)
497  Sitka [good view of old waterfront] (293)
498  Sitka [1900] (418)
499  Sitka (334)
500  Bridge at Sitka [Suspension Bridge over Indian River] (234)
501  Douglas Island Glory Hole [July, 1901] (332)
502  Glory Hole [July, 1901] (550)
503  Russian Church, Juneau (533)
504  Juneau Church, now a brewery [July, 1901] (271)
505  Juneau [Evergreen Bowl, 1901] (203)
506  Juneau (July 1901, looking toward Starr Hill from top of Chicken Ridge, 7th and Franklin] (545)
507  Juneau [July 1901, Taken from about site of Jensen Apts & looking in general direction of hillside above 1st and Gold Streets] (233)
508  Juneau [July, 1901, looking toward Mt. Juneau from Courthouse Hill] (547)
509  Juneau [July 1901 - looking down Franklin Street from about 6th] (546)
510  Juneau [from Chicken Ridge toward Mt. Jumbo] (416)
511  [Treadwell Glory Hole] (333)
512  Mt. Edgécumbe, Sitka (192)
513  Bay of Sitka, from Castle (495)
514  Mt. Edgécumbe from Castle (500)
515  Sitka, Alaska (New Museum Building, octagonal concrete] (315)
516  [Kootznahoo Inlet]
517  [Kootznahoo Inlet, with store buildings in foreground]
518  Indian Village, Killisnoo, Alaska (303)
519  [Killisnoo, with Dolphin and White Wing at dock] (167)
520  Killisnoo Village (287)
521  [Killisnoo, from top of hill back of village, 1901]
522  Killisnoo, Alaska (300)
523  Killisnoo snow scene, two cabins.
524  S.S. Dolphin and SS Angeles at Dolphin Bay (429)
525  Steamer Angeles (368)
526  Killisnoo fishing steamers [Angeles and Dolphin, stern views] (373)
527  Ice on S.S. Angeles at Killisnoo. (385)
528  Steamer coming to the Sein no.4 (377)
529  S.S. Dolphin and sein boats (596)
530  Steamer Dolphin [before rebuilding] (587)
531  Steamer Dolphin [after rebuilding] (133)
532  Steamer Dolphin on the ways at Killisnoo. (just before being rebuilt] (372)
533  S.S. Dolphin in construction on Killisnoo Ways. (361)
534  S.S. Dolphin in construction (358)
535  [Dolphin, after being rebuilt] (135)
536  [S.S. Dolphin] (34) Number chipped off
S.S. **Dolphin** (131); Fishing steamer Dolphin after being rebuilt at Killisnoo

S.S. **Dolphin** (360)

S.S. **Lincoln** (towing to seine skiffs] (568)

S.S. **Lincoln** (at Killisnoo, 1900] (369)

S.S. **Lincoln** with load of herring (365)

No Plate

S.S. **White Wing** with load of fish (362)

S.S. **White Wing** on Marine Ways at Killisnoo (375)

S.S. **Favorite** coming to the Seine (573)

S.S. **Favorite** (586)

Wreck of S.S. **Favorite** (364)

**Courtney Ford**, S.S. **Cottage City**, and S.S. **Dolphin** at Killisnoo [1900] (158)

The **Courtney Ford** loaded with Guano. (378)

[The **Hunoypoo**]

**Courtney Ford**, S.S. **Cottage City** and S.S. **Dolphin** at Killisnoo (371)

Unidentified bark in the harbor at Killisnoo, 1900. [James Rolph]

Four-masted schooner **Hunoypoo** at Killisnoo.

[**Satsu Maru**]

Japanese schooner **Satsu Maru** anchored at Killisnoo, September 1907

[**Satsu Maru**, Sept, 1907]

[**Satsu Maru** 1907]

[Japanese tender from the **Satsu Maru** coming ashore at Killisnoo, 1907]
558  Brigantine Hawaii [being towed to sea by Lincoln]

559  Steamer Amur, Feb. 10th, 1904. Case and Draper (453)

560  S.S. City of Topeka at Killisnoo (357)

561  Revenue Cutter Richard Rush at Kilisnoo [Killisnoo] 1900

562  [City of Topeka]

563  S.S. Cottage City at Killisnoo, Alaska, 1907 (603)

564 – 565 No Plate

566  Scene at Mariechen wreck at False Bay, February, 1906

567  Wreck of Lizzie S. Sorenson [at Killisnoo] (430)

568  Lizzie S. Sorenson [after being repaired] (357)

569  Killisnoo Marine Ways [showing Lizzie S. Sorenson, White Wing, and 2 water barges on the Ways] (359)

570  Killisnoo float [nearly rebuilt hull of the Lizzie S. Sorenson] (128)

571  Schooner Sorenson [after being rebuilt] (298)

572  S.S. Anna Barron, Funter Bay (370)

572a  Steam tug Anna Barron with scows, Tlingit Pkg. Co., Funter Bay [Close up view]

573  [Port Admiral anchored in Kootznahoo Inlet with Pioneer & small craft]

574  [Port Admiral anchored in Kootznahoo Inlet with Pioneer & small craft]

574a  Port Admiral, Pioneer & other craft anchored in the Pothole at Angoon. [Close up view]

575  [Fargo and Pioneer anchored, Kootznahoo Inlet, 1902]

576a  [Woodrow and another seine boat anchored Kootznahoo Inlet]
576b  Woodrow & another seiner moored in the Pothole at Angoon

577  [Tillacom at Killisnoo dock]

578  [Tyee Jr. towing whale near Killisnoo]

579  (Same as 576, in distance)

580  [Pioneer towing pile driver into Kootznahoo Inlet]

581  [Tyee Jr. whale steamer from Murder Cove]

582  [Pioneer, Vincent Soboleff's gas boat near Killisnoo dock]

583a  Pioneer, Soboleff's boat, under way in Kootznahoo Inlet [1906]

583b  [Pioneer]

583c  [Pioneer]

583d  [Pioneer]

584 – 585 No Plate

586  Preparing to launch the gasoline boat Star (591)

587  [Prospector]

587a  [Prospector]

588  Knudson's Schooner [Rover] (356)

589  [Vincent Soboleff's first sailing boat, 1900] (156)

590  [Prospector and Tillicum]

591  [Pioneer at Taku Glacier, July, 1901]

592  [Pioneer at Taku Glacier, July, 1901]

593  [Iowa]
594  At the donkey engine [Man about to engage the friction on the steam winch on Dolphin] (384)

595  S.S. City of Seattle at Killisnoo (606)

596  Native hut for potatoes [at Killisnoo about 1902] (491) [Cyril on roof as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]

597  [Wreck of Mariposa]

598  [boat at dock]

599  [City of Seattle]

600  [Wrecked boats at Douglas Beach]

601  [Wrecked boats at Douglas Beach]

602  [Wrecked boats at Douglas Beach]

603  [Unidentified scenic] cracked plate

604  [Unidentified steamer]

605  [Kootznahoo Store]

606  [Treadwell Mill]

607  On the old Stump. Killisnoo (523) [Cyril, center, playing with Tlingit boys as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]

608  Indian boys at home (156)

609  Native boys cooking (496)

610  Brushwood [man in suit] (552)

611  In the brush (Girl on stump] (349)

612  In the ferns [somebody named Maxim] (273)

613  [Scenic ferns, with a boy and a girl]
614  Hoar frost on stalks (457)
615  Summer in Alaska [children by fence] (140)
616  [Scenic - with ferns and pool]
617  [Turn Point, Kootznahoo Inlet]
618  Snow falling from trees
619  [Snow scene]
620  Rapids (201)
621  Freshwater bay falls (282)
622  Hoar frost on wire fence (464)
623  [View of Section of Killisnoo]
624  [Oil drums on Killisnoo Wharf]
625  [View of Killisnoo from water]
626  Killisnoo Russian Society
627  Killisnoo store
628  Killisnoo store
629  Killisnoo Store
630  Killisnoo Store
631  Killisnoo Store
632  Killisnoo Store
633  Killisnoo Store
634  Killisnoo Store
635  Killisnoo Store back

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA001.pdf
636  Killisnoo Store
637  Killisnoo Store with woodpile
638  Killisnoo Store
639  Killisnoo Store
640  Killisnoo Store
641  Killisnoo Store
642  [Head and shoulders portrait of Vincent Soboleff in priest costume]
643  [Head and shoulders portrait of Vincent Soboleff age about 50]
644  [Portrait of unidentified girl age 5 or 61
645  [Mrs. Olga Soboleff, sitting in swing]
646  [Head and shoulders portrait of Vincent Soboleff, wearing Captain cap]
647  [Head and shoulders portrait of Vincent Soboleff]
648  [Full length portrait Ethel Bayers, about 6 years]
649  [Full length portrait Ethel Bayers, about 6 yrs. old]
650  [Closer portrait Ethel Bayers, about 6 yrs. old]
651  [F.L. Portrait, Lily Bayers, about 4 yrs. old]
652  [F.L. Portrait, Lily Bayers, about 2 1/2 years old]
653  [Kinky Bayers, sitting on log, age about 7]
654  [Lillian Bayers, braced in high chair, age about 6 months]
655  [Lillian Bayers, about 5 yrs. old, in nightgown]
656  (Lillian Bayers, standing in grass, about 4 or 5 yrs. old)
657  [Lillian Bayers, standing under trestle about 5]
658  [Lillian Bayers, standing under trestle about 5]
659  [Phyllis and Ethel Bayers at Kake]
660  [Phyllis and Ethel Bayers sitting on knobs lap at Kake]
661  [Phyllis, Vera, and Ethel on beach at Kake]
662  [Phyllis Bayers age about 6 or 7]
663  [Phyllis Bayers, sitting on log holding doll at Kake]
664  [Phyllis Bayers, standing with hands crossed about 7 yrs. old]
665  [Phyllis and Vera Bayers, with Florence Hansen, Hilmer and Inez Hansen]
666  [Roberta Bayers, standing alone at Kake, about 3 yrs. old]
667  [Roberta Bayers, similar to 666]
668  (Vera Inez Bayers, about 6]
669  [Vera Inez Bayers, about 6]
670  (Vera Inez Bayers, sitting on chair at Kake]
671  [Bayers Kids, "Stepladder Picture." Thais not born yet. At Kake]
672  (Similar to 671]
673  [Lillian Bayers, age 8 1/2, Kinky Bayers, age 7]
674  Lillian Bayers, age 2 1/2, Kinky Bayers, age 1, sitting in grass]
675  [Lillian and Kinky, similar to 674]
676  [Lillian and Kinky similar to 675]
677  [Bayers Kids grouped around Knob at Kake]
678  [Bayers Kids at Kake]
[Lillian and Kinky, about 6 1/2 and 8]

[Bayers Kids at beach at Kake]

[Killisnoo Store]

[Killisnoo Store]

[Ivan Soboleff, copy from picture of him when he was a young man]

[Olga Soboleff, copy from picture of her when she was young] (52)

[Rev. Ivan Soboleff, in his last years, standing in back of his church, cane, priest outfit, winter]

[Rev. Ivan Soboleff, in priest outfit, winter]

[Rev. Ivan Soboleff, in priest outfit]

[Rev. Ivan Soboleff and Olga, he is sitting in chair, she is standing behind him] (281)

[Three Man Rock Hole, with Sarah in distance]

[Sasha in Japanese costume]

[Sasha Soboleff, with gun in trees] (113)

Sasha Soboleff feeding wild geese in poultry yard

[Sasha, in 20s, sitting on chair under tree]

[Sasha, sitting in chair under large tree]

[Sasha, in teens, standing behind heavily frosted bush]

[Sasha Soboleff and his wife, Annie, and another woman] [Sasha Soboleff and Annie Hunter, parents of Walter Soboleff as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]

[Vera Soboleff, in teens, sitting in mouth of some kind of cave]
698  [Vera Soboleff, attired completely in skunk cabbage]

699  [Vera Soboleff, in late teens, with her hair down]

700  Owl Shooting [Vera Soboleff] (10)

701  Hoar frost on spruce [Vera Soboleff] (198)

702  [Vera Soboleff, about 14 or 15] (86)

703  [Vera Soboleff, in the rain barrel] (57)

704  [Vera Soboleff Bayers, and her children at Kake]

705  [Vera Soboleff Bayers, and five of her children at Kake] [Neenah standing behind as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]

706  [Three Man Rock Hole, with Vita reclining in distance]

707  [Snow Scene on Killisnoo Island]

708  [Three Man Rock Hole, with Vita reclining in distance]

709  [Vita and Sasha studying in the living room] (13)

710  [Vera and Neenah, under a tree]

711  [Neenah and Phyllis at Kake]

712  [Vera, Neenah, and Nellie in Japanese costumes] [Nellie Stepanoff, adopted daughter of Rev. I. Soboleff, “creole” as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]

713  [Vera, Neenah, and Nellie in Japanese costumes]

714  [Similar to 712 & 713]

715  [Vera, Neenah and Nellie in costume]

716  [Vera, Neenah, and Nellie in costume]

717  [Probably Vera & Neenah and some character standing by rain barrel]
[Either Nellie or Vera and Neenah in Spanish costume]

[Group of young people on beach] (48) [L-R: Vera, Neenah, Nellie S., Cyril Z., unknown as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]

Hoar frost on sugar bush [Nellie Stephanof] (178)

Icicles [Cyril Zuboff] (210)

Elder bush [Cyril Zuboff] (512)

[Cyril Zuboff, early teens, with shovel in hand]

[Two Soboleff girls and Cyril Zuboff in snow] (70) [L-R: Vera, Cyril, Neenah as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]

[Similar to 724]

[Group]

[Group]

[Group]

[Group]

[Vincent Soboleff standing in woods] (16)

[Two people by Three Man Rock Hole] [Vincent and Sarah Soboleff as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]

[Similar of 731]

[Unknown man] [Vincent as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07]

[Vincent Soboleff]

Vincent I. Soboleff - Self

[Unknown girl]

[Unknown girl]
738  [Unknown girl]
739  [Unknown girl]
740 – 745 [Group]
746  [Unknown woman]
747  [Group of photos]
748  [Group of Photos]
749 – 750 [Group of Photos]
751  [Unknown woman] [Sarah Soboleff *as per Sergei Kan 9/7/07*]
752-759  [Killisnoo Store]
760 – 778 [Unidentified people - some of Bayers family]
779  Portrait of himself [Vincent Soboleff]
780  Vincent I. Soboleff – Self
781  Vincent I. Soboleff – Portrait of Self
782  [Composite of 11 photos of family]

*Addition to Soboleff Collection – Provenance unknown*

783  Killisnoo Brass Band
783a  Killisnoo Native’s Brass Band
784  [Killisnoo Band posing for photograph on winter day]
785  Native Women Dancers. (323)
786  Indian Curioes [Curios]. (230)
787  Indian Curioes [Curios]. (222)

http://www.library.alaska.gov/hist/hist_docs/finding_aids/PCA001.pdf
Indian Curios [Curios]. (223)

Indian Curios [Curios].

VG. of “White Wing”, Killisnoo, [A.O. & G. Co. (Alaska Oil and Guano Co.) sign on building].

Killisnoo [Two boats near dock, buildings near waterfront, barrels of herring oil in foreground].

**INVENTORY OF GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES**

*Stored in Glass Plate cabinet*

**7 Metal Containers**

#1-115
#116-220
#221-333
#337-453
#454-576
#577-688
#689-784, 790, 791